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The Feasibility of Citizen's Income

2016-06-07

this book is the first full length treatment of the desirability and feasibility of implementing a citizen s income also known as a basic income it tests for
two different kinds of financial feasibility as well as for psychological behavioral administrative and political viability and then assesses how a citizen s
income might find its way through the policy process from proposal to implementation drawing on a wide variety of sources of evidence from around the
world this new book from the director of the citizen s income trust uk provides an essential foundation for policy and implementation debates governments
think tanks economists and public servants will find this thorough encompassing book indispensable to their consideration of the economic and social
advantages and practicalities of a basic income

A Modern Guide to Citizen’s Basic Income

2020-06-26

debate on the desirability feasibility and implementation of a citizen s basic income an unconditional nonwithdrawable and regular income for every
individual is increasingly widespread among academics policymakers and the general public there are now numerous introductory books on the subject and
others on particular aspects of it this book provides something new it studies the citizen s basic income proposal from a variety of different disciplinary
perspectives the economics of citizen s basic income the sociology of citizen s basic income the politics of citizen s basic income and so on each chapter
discusses the academic discipline and relevant aspects of the debate and asks how the discipline enhances our understanding and how the citizen s basic
income debate might contribute to the academic discipline

Basic Income in Australia and New Zealand

2016-04-08

basic income is an innovative powerful egalitarian response to widening global inequalities and poverty experiences in society one that runs counter to the
neoliberal transformations of modern welfare states social security and labor market programs this book is the first collective volume of its kind to ask
whether a basic income offers a viable solution to the income support systems in australia and new zealand though often neglected in discussions of basic
income both countries are advanced liberal democracies dominated by neoliberal transformations of the welfare state and therefore have great potential
to advance debates on the topic the contributors essays and case studies explore the historical basis on which a basic income program might stand in
these two countries the ideological nuances and complexities of implementing such a policy and ideas for future development that might allow the program
to be put into practice regionally and applied internationally

Basic Income—What, Why, and How?

2022-10-25

the global basic income debate is now widespread diverse and relatively well resourced by academic and more popular literature but that does not mean
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that there is universal agreement about every topic of discussion in fact there is still a quite heated debate about some of the most basic questions such
as what is a basic income what s the point and is it feasible this book is not yet another general introduction to basic income there are already plenty of
those it is entirely about those aspects of the debate about which there is most discussion and sometimes the most conflict it is based on conference
papers previously published chapters and other previously published articles working papers and reports material that has already benefited from
consultation and debate as is appropriate for a book about aspects of a debate that are the subject of frequent consultation and discussion

Basic Income, Disability Pensions and the Australian Political Economy

2019-12-03

global developments in basic income have reinvigorated political debates on the necessity of progressing to universal basic income implementation basic
income is a powerful strategy for addressing poverty gaps and growing inequality this book provides new insights and strategies from an australian
political economy perspective to respond to implementation challenges and distributive justice the book positions the disability dimension and disability
pensions in relation to basic income to explore strategies for strengthening universal provisions it illustrates the need for socially just conditions and
adequate financing to underpin redistribution as a way of safeguarding the sustainability of basic income

Why We Need a Citizen’s Basic Income

2018-05-09

in the five years since money for everyone was published the idea of a citizen s basic income has rocketed in interest to an idea whose time has come in moving
the debate on from the desirability of a basic income this fully updated and revised edition now includes comprehensive discussions on feasibility and
implementation using the consultation undertaken by the institute of chartered accountants in england and wales as a basis torry examines a number of
implementation methods for citizen s basic income and considers the cost implications including real life examples from the uk and data from case studies and
pilots in alaska namibia india iran and elsewhere this is the essential research based introduction to the citizen s basic income

How to Achieve Inclusive Growth

2021-12-23

this is an open access title available under the terms of a cc by nc nd 4 0 international licence it is free to read at oxford scholarship online and offered
as a free pdf download from oup and selected open access locations rising inequality and widespread poverty social unrest and polarization gender and
ethnic disparities declining social mobility economic fragility unbalanced growth due to technology and globalization and existential danger from climate
change are urgent global concerns of our day these issues are intertwined they therefore require a holistic framework to examine their interplay and bring
the various strands together leading academic economists have partnered with experts from several international institutions to explain the sources and
scale of these challenges they gather a wide array of empirical evidence and country experiences to lay out practical policy solutions and to devise a
comprehensive and unified plan of action for combatting these economic and social disparities this authoritative book is accessible to policy makers
students and the general public interested in how to craft a brighter future by building a sustainable green and inclusive society in the years ahead
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Capitalism: An Unsustainable Future?

2022-03-30

the four decades of neoliberalism globalisation and financialisation have produced crises financial and pandemic and rising inequality the climate emergency
threatens the future of the planet this book explores many dimensions of the background to these crises there is the development of policy agendas to
address the climate emergency the rise in inequality is studied in terms of impacts of financialisation and the relationships between growth and inequality
the record of the neoliberal experiment in the usa is critically examined the roles of financial institutions including public banks and micro finance are
explored as is the need for improved financial oversight in the economic and monetary union the growth of global value chains has been a major aspect of
globalisation and the question is examined of whether such chains provide a ladder for development globalisation has also featured trade imbalances and
large capital flows and their causes and effects are examined with respect to china and south africa respectively this volume will be of great value to
students scholars and professionals interested in political economy economic thought climate change sustainability and business studies the chapters in
this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal international review of applied economics

Understanding Housing Policy

2017-04-26

what are the major housing problems in contemporary britain and how effective are the policies designed to tackle them since the second edition of
understanding housing policy was published in 2011 political and financial circumstances have transformed the answers to these questions in this fully
updated third edition brian lund both explores how these policies developed and were implemented under the uk coalition government and looks ahead to the
possible revisions under the new conservative government integrating the previous edition with new discussions of such subjects as the austerity agenda
following the credit crunch the impact of the coalition government s housing policies and new policy ideas lund offers keen insight into the pervasive impact
of need demand and supply as applied to the housing market and austerity policies

OECD Urban Policy Reviews: Viet Nam

2018-02-07

this report provides a comprehensive assessment of viet nam s urban policies and analyses how national spatial planning for urban areas along with
specific sectoral policies directly and indirectly affect viet nam s urban development

Universal Basic Income

2017-06-01

this book is about a radical idea the idea that each of us deserves enough money on which to live and that it should be paid independently of our personal
means and independently of whether we work or even want to work the concept of basic income has been discussed internationally and has the potential to
revolutionise the way that society functions it would provide greater security for the young for the self employed and entrepreneurs as well as
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reshaping the social welfare system in its entirety in this book author and academic dr paul o brien explores the arguments for and against the idea and
explains how this very real proposal might work in practise

Financing Basic Income

2023-07-12

this palgrave pivot second edition argues that basic income is in fact affordable the contributors approach the topic from the perspectives of three
different countries canada switzerland and australia to overcome objections that a universal program to keep all citizens above the poverty line would
be too expensive to implement they assess the complex array of revenue sources that can make universal basic income feasible from the underestimated
value of public program redundancies to new and so far unaccounted publicly owned assets this new edition adds an analysis for financing basic income in
the united states as well as considering the basic income potential in a country of far more modest economic resources portugal the covid 19 pandemic is
discussed in a new prologue demonstrating the need for universal economic security as a precautionary measure for unforeseen crises new research and
compelling analyses are included throughout to provide support for a dual basic income proposal

Exploring Universal Basic Income

2019-11-25

universal basic income ubi is emerging as one of the most hotly debated issues in development and social protection policy but what are the features of ubi
what is it meant to achieve how do we know and what don t we know about its performance what does it take to implement it in practice drawing from
global evidence literature and survey data this volume provides a framework to elucidate issues and trade offs in ubi with a view to help inform choices
around its appropriateness and feasibility in different contexts specifically the book examines how ubi differs from or complements other social assistance
programs in terms of objectives coverage incidence adequacy incentives effects on poverty and inequality financing political economy and implementation it
also reviews past and current country experiences surveys the full range of existing policy proposals provides original results from micro tax benefit
simulations and sets out a range of considerations around the analytics and practice of ubi

Food Policy

2015-08-26

access to safe adequate and nutritionally balanced food is a cornerstone of public health food policy looking forward from the past examines the
influences of grassroots movements the government and industry on the us food systems the authors explore the intersection of food and nutrition and
how policy influences this overlap they illumina

The Palgrave International Handbook of Basic Income

2018-01-17
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america s most trusted tax advice backed by detailed citations of authoritative tax references j k lasser s your income tax professional edition 2018 is
the tax preparer s guide to smart tax filing and planning the professional edition not only includes the trusted guidance clear advice and money saving tips
featured in your income tax but also provides citations of tax authorities to help tax professionals easily locate the law irs rulings and court
decisions that support the text fully up to date with the newest changes for 2017 tax returns expert guidance from j k lasser helps you maximize
deductions and shelter income while providing hundreds of examples of how tax laws apply to individual situations while evolving tax law can get very
complex very quickly this invaluable guide is designed to help you find the answers you need without wading through volumes of the internal revenue code
or irs materials special icons call out new laws irs rulings court decisions filing pointers and planning strategies allowing you to locate important
information without breaking your workflow keeping up with changes to tax law is itself a full time job if it s not your full time job let the experts at j k
lasser do the legwork for you read from beginning to end or dip in and out as needed this exceptional resource will help you get expert answers to tough
tax situations quickly navigate new laws court decisions irs rulings and more locate authoritative sources easily with citations of references from the
code the courts and the irs avoid common pitfalls and adopt smart planning strategies for next year accessible down to earth tax advice is always
appreciated but professional tax preparers need more such as authoritative sources to back their advice and clarify tricky situations that their clients
may encounter j k lasser s your income tax professional edition 2018 provides a quick one stop resource for every tax pro merging detailed citations with
america s most trusted tax advice for over 65 years

J.K. Lasser's Your Income Tax 2018

2019-08-16

cover india s fiscal policy title copyright contents foreword acknowledgements disclaimer introduction contours of the indian fiscal policy debate notes
1 fiscal policy in india trends and trajectory introduction basic concepts and analytical framework india s fiscal policy architecture evolution of indian
fiscal policy till 1991 liberalization growth inclusion and fiscal consolidation 1991 2008 crisis and return to fiscal consolidation the maturing of
indian fiscal policy conclusion notes references 2 decentralization indirect tax reform and fiscal federalism in india introduction economic disparity across
indian states the gst and the role of the fc some recent reforms in indirect taxation and their beneficial effects some remaining issues with the indirect tax
structure agenda for indirect tax reform structure of transfers from the central government to state governments fc transfers pc transfers centrally
sponsored schemes transfers to pris and urban bodies conclusions notes references 3 fiscal implications of energy subsidies introduction petroleum
subsidies subsidies in the coal sector subsidies in the power sector renewable energy sector conclusions notes references 4 fiscal implications of food
security in india a critical review introduction concept of food security fiscal policy and food security in india food security policies in some countries
bangladesh bhutan maldives nepal pakistan sri lanka review of food security policies in india on availability on access antyodaya anna yojana on
nutrition integrated child development services mid day meal scheme social security through mgnregs nfsa 2013 what are the macro fiscal impacts

Doubling farmers’ income under climate change

2017-02-07

agricultural policy in the united states evolution and economics traces u s agricultural policy from its colonial roots to the present using economic
concepts to analyze and interpret political and economic consequences it also examines the processes by which agricultural policies are developed and the
government structure which supports the implementation of legislation passed by congress the book includes arguments for and against common tools of
u s agricultural policy without influencing the reader in a particular direction each chapter contains questions and exercises to support students
learning and technical economic material is contained in optional appendices this second edition examines the agriculture improvement act of 2018 and sets
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the scene for future policy developments additionally it looks at trade wars and the impact of black swan events like the covid 19 pandemic on
agricultural resilience

India's Fiscal Policy

2022-05-18

this handbook is currently in development with individual articles publishing online in advance of print publication at this time we cannot add information
about unpublished articles in this handbook however the table of contents will continue to grow as additional articles pass through the review process
and are added to the site please note that the online publication date for this handbook is the date that the first article in the title was published online
for more information please read the site faqs

Agricultural Policy in the United States

2018

today s leading economists weigh in with a new dashboard of metrics for measuring our economic and social health what we measure affects what we do if
we focus only on material well being on say the production of goods rather than on health education and the environment we become distorted in the same
way that these measures are distorted joseph e stiglitz a consensus has emerged among key experts that our conventional economic measures are out of
sync with how most people live their lives gdp they argue is a poor and outmoded measure of our well being the global movement to move beyond gdp has
attracted some of the world s leading economists statisticians and social thinkers who have worked collectively to articulate new approaches to
measuring economic well being and social progress in the decade since the 2008 economic crisis these experts have come together to determine what
indicators can actually tell us about people s lives in the first book of its kind leading economists from around the world including thomas piketty
emmanuel saez elizabeth beasely jacob hacker fran�ois bourguignon nora lustig alan b krueger and joseph e stiglitz describe a range of fascinating metrics
from economic insecurity and environmental sustainability to inequality of opportunity and levels of trust and resilience that can be used to supplement
the simplistic measure of gross domestic product providing a far more nuanced and accurate account of societal health and well being this groundbreaking
volume is sure to provide a major source of ideas and inspiration for one of the most important intellectual movements of our time

The Oxford Handbook of Water Politics and Policy

2019-11-19

powerful as well as highly engaging a brilliant book amartya sen a times higher education book of the week it may sound crazy to pay people whether or
not they re working or even looking for work but the idea of providing an unconditional basic income to everyone rich or poor active or inactive has long
been advocated by such major thinkers as thomas paine john stuart mill and john kenneth galbraith now with the traditional welfare state creaking under
pressure it has become one of the most widely debated social policy proposals in the world basic income presents the most acute and fullest defense of
this radical idea and makes the case that it is our most realistic hope for addressing economic insecurity and social exclusion they have set forth clearly
and comprehensively what is probably the best case to be made today for this form of economic and social policy benjamin m friedman new york review of
books a rigorous analysis of the many arguments for and against a universal basic income offering a road map for future researchers wall street journal
what van parijs and vanderborght bring to this topic is a deep understanding an enduring passion and a disarming optimism steven pearlstein washington
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For Good Measure

1983

the hidden problem of student hunger on college campuses is real here s how colleges and universities are addressing it as the price of college continues to
rise and the incomes of most americans stagnate too many college students are going hungry according to researchers approximately half of all
undergraduates are food insecure food insecurity on campus the first book to describe the problem meets higher education s growing demand to tackle the
pressing question how can we end student hunger essays by a diverse set of authors each working to address food insecurity in higher education describe
unique approaches to the topic they also offer insights into the most promising strategies to combat student hunger including utilizing research to raise
awareness and enact change creating campus pantries emergency aid programs and meal voucher initiatives to meet immediate needs leveraging public benefits
and nonprofit partnerships to provide additional resources changing higher education systems and college cultures to better serve students and drawing
on student activism and administrative clout to influence federal state and local policies arguing that practice and policy are improved when informed by
research food insecurity on campus combines the power of data with detailed storytelling to illustrate current conditions a foreword by sara goldrick
rab further contextualizes the problem offering concrete guidance to anyone seeking to understand and support college students experiencing food
insecurity the book encourages readers to draw from the lessons learned to create a comprehensive strategy to fight student hunger contributors talia
berday sacks denise woods bevly katharine m broton clare l cady samuel chu sarah crawford cara crowley rashida m crutchfield james dubick amy ellen
duke benfield sara goldrick rab jordan herrera nicole hindes russell lowery hart jennifer j maguire michael rosen sabrina sanders rachel sumekh

Agricultural Law

2017-03-20

this edited volume brings together international and national scholars and major activists leading or spearheading basic income guarantee political
initiatives in their respective countries contributing authors address specific issues about major efforts to influence public policy regarding basic income
guarantee such as who were the main advocates and thought leaders involved in support of such legislative initiatives what were the main
organizational and framing strategies and tactics used to influence public opinion and elected officials to support the idea of and policies related to basic
income guarantee what were the major obstacles they faced and what practical and theoretical lessons might be learned from past and contemporary
actions to affect social policy change regarding basic income guarantee and related measures to guide the efforts of activists and public intellectuals in
the 2020 and 2024 election cycles

Basic Income

2020-05-12

this book is about labor income share which measures the share of national income paid in wages the global share of income going towards labor is
declining which suggests a more unequal distribution of income this has sparked debates about fair distribution of personal incomes among academics and
policymakers alike this book joins the discussion by bringing together recent developments in theoretical and empirical research on labor income share and
novel insights on the measurement of the labor income share the aim of this book is to help design policies to reduce inequality and provide useful knowledge
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to academics policymakers from government agencies policy aides in research institutions and think tanks and broader audiences from public and private
organizations

Food Insecurity on Campus

2020-05-26

united states trends in income wealth consumption and well being analyzes economic trends examines income inequality and discusses what can be done to
increase economic mobility today

Political Activism and Basic Income Guarantee

2020-10-01

2011 updated reprint updated annually laos telecommunication industry business opportunities handbook

Labor Income Share

2013

this handbook covers all major aspects of eu cohesion policy one of the most significant areas of intervention of the european union over five parts it
discusses this policy s history and governing principles the theoretical approaches from which it can be assessed the inter institutional and multi level
dynamics that it tends to elicit its practical implementation and impact on eu member states its interactions with other eu policies and strategies and the
cognitive maps and narratives with which it can be associated an absolute must for all students of the eu

Monetary Policy & the Economy

2020-09-09

this paper presents an innovative approach to prioritizing development policy research in egypt with the specific objective of informing the research agenda
of the egypt strategy support program of the international food policy research institute the key steps in this process were 1 a review of relevant
priority setting methods and existing government strategies 2 pre selection of research themes 3 selection of national and international experts 4 design
and conduct priority setting workshop and 5 priority matrix construction and paper writing

United States Income, Wealth, Consumption, and Inequality

2007-02-07

despite the non territorialised strategic goals of the eu 2020 strategy the long term aim of eu cohesion policy to promote harmonious development of the
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european territory social economic and territorial cohesion remains a central goal of achieving a more cohesive eu territory this book examines the
territorial dimension of eu cohesion policy specifically assessing territorial impacts at the various spatial levels engaging theoretically and empirically
with the notion and role of the territorial dimension within a strongly fragmented eu policymaking process and examining more generally eu cohesion policy
as the main driver of the eu territorial development process it provides an updated and fresh theoretical discussion on the precise meaning of the territorial
dimension of policies and the relatively recent eu policy evaluation technique known as territorial impact assessment tia assessing the history relevance
efficiency and effectiveness of these procedures it presents several empirical findings on the implementation of specific territorial focus and place based
financial instruments as part of the territorial agendas and the eu goal of achieving a more integrated territorial approach this text will be of key
interest to scholars students and practitioners of spatial planning and cohesion policy european sector policies and european spatial planning and more
broadly to european and eu studies politics regional economic geography and public policy

Laos Telecom Industry Business Opportunities Handbook Volume 1 Strategic Information and
Regulations

2016-08-26

this book provides complete coverage of every issue concerning children s rights including economic interests children as litigants public benefit programs
custody disputes rights of adolescents educational rights protection of children from family maltreatment more

Handbook on Cohesion Policy in the EU

2016-05-24

america s most trusted tax advice backed by detailed citations of authoritative tax references j k lasser s your income tax professional edition 2019 is
the tax preparer s guide to smart tax filing and planning the professional edition not only includes the trusted guidance clear advice and money saving tips
featured in your income tax but also provides citations of tax authorities to help tax professionals easily locate the law irs rulings and court
decisions that support the text fully up to date with the newest changes for 2018 tax returns expert guidance from j k lasser helps you maximize
deductions and shelter income while providing hundreds of examples of how tax laws apply to individual situations while evolving tax law can get very
complex very quickly this invaluable guide is designed to help you find the answers you need without wading through volumes of the internal revenue code
or irs materials special icons call out new laws irs rulings court decisions filing pointers and planning strategies allowing you to locate important
information without breaking your workflow keeping up with changes to tax law is itself a full time job if it s not your full time job let the experts at j k
lasser do the legwork for you read from beginning to end or dip in and out as needed this exceptional resource will help you get expert answers to tough
tax situations quickly navigate new laws court decisions irs rulings and more locate authoritative sources easily with citations of references from the
code the courts and the irs avoid common pitfalls and adopt smart planning strategies for next year accessible down to earth tax advice is always
appreciated but professional tax preparers need more such as authoritative sources to back their advice and clarify tricky situations that their clients
may encounter j k lasser s your income tax professional edition 2019 provides a quick one stop resource for every tax pro merging detailed citations with
america s most trusted tax advice for over 65 years
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Prioritizing development policy research in Egypt

2017-07-14

deftly navigate income taxes and tax preparation j k lasser s your income tax professional edition 2017 offers individual taxpayers and tax
professionals the latest most up to date tax information completely annotated this authoritative text guides you toward the case law irs code
sections and regulations that support the content which is presented in an approachable yet comprehensive manner additionally this best selling resource
delivers tax saving advice for maximizing deductions and sheltering income through hundreds of examples you explore how to apply tax laws to individual
tax payers allowing you to create effective tax strategies that align with regulations finally special features throughout the content call your
attention to important concepts such as icons that highlight new tax laws irs rulings court decisions filing pointers and planning strategies taxes are
extremely complicated whether you are a professional or an individual taxpayer it is critical that you understand how to get the highest return possible
when filing either your taxes or those of your client leverage revised content that features the most updated tax code information easily find the
information you are looking for with special features that call your attention to key concepts protect your assets with tax saving advice on
deduction income sheltering and more dive into extended guidance that offers annotated insight into irs code sections regulations and case law j k lasser s
your income tax professional edition 2017 is an updated annotated version of a classic reference that has guided tax payers through the complexities of
the income tax landscape for over 65 years

Uncovering the Territorial Dimension of European Union Cohesion Policy

1984

collaboratively written members of the nutrition educators of dietetic preceptors ndep of the academy of nutrition and dietetics under the editorship of
judith a beto nutrition counseling and education skills a practical guide helps students and dietetic practitioners develop the communications counseling
interviewing motivational and professional skills they ll need as registered dietitian professionals throughout the book the authors focus on effective
nutrition interventions evidence based theories and models clinical nutrition principles and knowledge of behavioral science and educational approaches

Legal Rights of Children

2019-02-15

as national political fights are waged at the state level democracy itself pays the price over the past generation the democratic and republican parties
have each become nationally coordinated political teams american political institutions on the other hand remain highly decentralized laboratories
against democracy shows how national political conflicts are increasingly flowing through the subnational institutions of state politics with
profound consequences for public policy and american democracy jacob grumbach argues that as congress has become more gridlocked national partisan
and activist groups have shifted their sights to the state level nationalizing state politics in the process and transforming state governments into the
engines of american policymaking he shows how this has had the ironic consequence of making policy more varied across the states as red and blue party
coalitions implement increasingly distinct agendas in areas like health care reproductive rights and climate change the consequences don t stop there
however drawing on a wealth of new data on state policy public opinion money in politics and democratic performance grumbach traces how national
groups are using state governmental authority to suppress the vote gerrymander districts and erode the very foundations of democracy itself required
reading for this precarious moment in our politics laboratories against democracy reveals how the pursuit of national partisan agendas at the state
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level has intensified the challenges facing american democracy and asks whether today s state governments are mitigating the political crises of our time
or accelerating them

J.K. Lasser's Your Income Tax 2019

2016-12-06

policy analysis in the united states gathers a group of original contributions by scholars and leading practitioners of public policy analysis originating
in the united states the field of public policy analysis has affected nations around the world and been enhanced by contributions of scholars and
practitioners in other regions but it remains most highly developed and practiced in education and government here this volume explores the nature of
policy analysis in different sectors and at different levels of government as well as by nongovernmental actors such as unions businesses ngos and the
media

J.K. Lasser's Your Income Tax 2017

2023-01-19

imf financial operations 2015 provides a broad introduction to how the imf fulfills its mission through its financial activities it covers the financial
structure and operations of the imf and also provides background detail of the financial statements for the imf s activities during the most recent
financial year this publication currently in its second edition updates a previous report entitled financial organization and operations of the imf first
published in 1986 and last issued in 2001 the sixth edition that 2001 report reflected the seismic shifts in the global economy and in the imf s structure
and operations that occurred after the fall of the soviet union and the various currency and financial crises of the 1990s this revised and updated
report covers more recent developments including measures taken in response to the global financial crisis of 2007 09 and the institutional reforms aimed
at ensuring that the imf s governance structure evolves in line with developments in the global economy measures to enhance the financial safety net for
developing economies as well as reforms to the imf s income model

��������

2023-08-15

Nutrition Counseling and Education Skills: A Practical Guide

2018-02-21
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Laboratories Against Democracy

2015-10-05

Policy Analysis in the United States

IMF Financial Operations 2015
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